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EDITOR'S NOTE
A current membership list of the Society was due to appear in the previous
issue of 'Soils News'. This is not yet available but will be compiled in time
to be printed in 'Soils News' Number 26 in June 1969. Members are invited to
contribute letters, news items and short reviews before mid-April 1969 for
inclusion in the next issue.
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER
The 7th Council of the Society is now set up in Brisbane until July 1970,
returning after 10 years to the location of the original Council which held its
first meeting in August 1956. The growth and development of the Society over
the intervening years culminating in acceptance of its invitation to hold the
9th International Congress of Soil Science in Australia, and its contribution to
that Congress must surely have fulfilled the hopes of the most optimistic of our
foundation members.
The long-anticipated 9th Congress - the premier event in the history of our
Society and indeed of Soil Science in Australia - was held after the last issue
of Soils News and could not be allowed to pass without comment. Australian soil
scientists have long enjoyed high professional standing among world soil
scientists, earned through both published work and increasing personal contacts
on overseas visits. This and the opportunity to visit our isolated continent
with its somewhat different soils, undoubtedly attracted the large attendance of
overseas scientists at the Congress. Its outstanding success is a triumph for
the Society and a tribute to the good planning and hard work of many people.
All of our members contributed in some way, but I am confident that members
generally will wish to join me in acknowledging our debt to the Congress
President Dr. E. G. Hallsworth, our Past-President Dr. T. J. Marshall, the other
Chairmen (Mr. B. E. Butler, Professor J. W. Holmes, Drs. D. J. Greenland and
J. N. Ladd, and Messrs. Northcote and Blackburn) and members of the various
committees, and Mr. Paltridge for their magnificent effort. They have earned
both our congratulations and our thanks.
Stimulated by interest in the 9th Congress, membership increased rapidly
during the last two years and the original 140 members has now grown to a
nominal 414 of whom 373 were financial at the end of the last financial year.
Whether we can hold all of this increase remains to be seen: we must expect to
lose some who joined essentially for the Congress.
Inevitably there has recently been some let down from the great activity
that preceded the Congress. Two of the Society's projects - academic training
and publication have also been completed successfully and the committees have
been disbanded. It is gratifying that about 50 copies of the Statement on
Academic Training have been distributed on request outside the proposed
formal distribution.
The Society is interested in two continuing activities promoted by the
International Soil Science Society - concerning soil horizon nomenclature and
salt-affected soils. A draft statement on horizon nomenclature was discussed
at a special meeting held during the 9th Congress and a revised version is now
to be prepared for further consideration by National Societies. Mr. J. K. M.
Skene, our member of the Board of the Sub-commission on Salt Affected Soils,
with collaborators is at present compiling a map of salt-affected soils in
Australia for incorporation in a world map.
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It is my hope that during the coming months we shall promote new projects
within the Society to further the interests of members, the development of
soil science and its contribution to the use of soils. Any thoughts that you
have for expanding the activities of the Society or suggestions for projects
that would serve the Society and the community will be most welcome.
G. D. HUBBLE
PRESIDENT
Brisbane
28/11/1968
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9TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF SOIL SCIENCE, ADELAIDE, AUGUST 1968
Programme Committee
The Programme Committee was responsible for the invitation and arrangement
of technical papers as themes in an integrated and consistent programme. It
comprised the Secretary and Third Vice-President of each of the seven
Commissions together with a Chairman. All of these officers were selected and
appointed by the Organizing Committee. The Commissions were referred to at all
stages of the planning; the line of communication being from the Secretaries to
their respective Commission Presidents, contact being by letter.
The Organizing Committee handed the following recommendations to the Programme Committee:
1.

Numbers of papers was to be limited so as to ensure adequate time for discussion of each paper. An allocation of 30 minutes per paper was
recommended.

2.

The papers should be printed before the Congress opened, and the standard
of publication should aspire to "scientific journal standard". All papers
to be 3,000 words,

The Programme Committee held its first meeting at Minus 37 Months.
It
decided on a timetable for its own operations, agreed on general objectives, ana
drew up a preliminary set of themes, sessions and joint sessions for the programme. It was decided that each Commission would invite four authoritative,
trendsetting contributors, and other papers would be selected from those submitted. These invited speakers were offered assistance with travelling
expenses. All of these plans were submitted individually by Secretaries to
their Commission Presidents.
At Minus 25 Months the Programme Committee met and in the light of comments
from Commission Presidents and of arrangements with invited contributors it drew
up a new plan of themes and sessions. These were included in the "Invitational
Brochure" and the ISSS Bulletin which were given world distribution at Minus 21
and 20 Months. The Programme Committee decided rules for the processing of
Abstracts and Papers; each Commission officer selecting local scientists to act
as referees to assist him in this. Work in relation to the Editorial Committee
was defined.
Abstracts of proposed submissions were received by the Committee up to Minus
16 Months. These were examined as to relevance to themes and significance of
contribution, and the author was either invited to enlarge to a 3,000 word
paper, or the abstract was declined.
Papers were received by the Committee up to Minus 11 Months. These were
thoroughly examined by referees and Commission officers, with some suggestions
to the authors for modification. Some papers were declined on the score of
relevance to theme or significance of contribution, the others were forwarded
for editorial processing and printing. At this stage the final programme of

Times are given here at number of months before the Congress (August, 1968).
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themes and sessions was adjusted and decisions reached on the timetable, and details of presentation in the conference room.
Significant figures concerning the Programme
Abstracts submitted
Invited, trendsetting papers

468
28

Abstracts accepted and authors
invited to enlarge into papers

40(3

Papers received

378

Papers returned to authors
Papers printed in proceedings

70
310

Papers presented at the Congress 285
Organizational Problems
1. Pre-printing of the volumes of the proceedings involved a discrepancy between printing and presentation of papers. Authors should be required to pay
their Congress registration before their paper is accepted. But this involves
difficulty.
_2. Selection of papers for quality of contribution worked satisfactorily, but
the number of "drop outs" between accepted abstract and received manuscript was
less than estimated from previous records.
B. BUTLER
Editorial Committee
The Editorial Committee was appointed in 1966 and held its first meeting on
3rd October, 1966, at which preliminary planning was discussed. Eventually there
were 19 members of the Committee, the Chief Editor being J. W. Holmes. For ease
in communication during work upon the submitted manuscripts, all members of the
Committee resided in Adelaide.
The timetable of the preparations for the Congress called for the first
papers to be delivered to the Editor during August 1967, after they had been
refereed and accepted by Commissions. This schedule was adhered to, but
naturally the other end of the schedule, the date for final submission had to be
kept a little elastic. Notwithstanding the crush of papers trying to enter the
Editor's mail box about 15th October, most typescripts had been edited by the
hardworking members of the Committee by the middle of November.
The first galley proofs were supplied by the publishers, Angus & Robertson
Ltd. towards the end of January, 1968. From then on, the scene of editors with
ruler and pencil poised above the typewritten word changed to one of Chief
Editor speeding the galley proofs off by post to many parts of the world. Of a
total of 313 papers, about 50 had to be proof read in Adelaide in order to have
the Transactions published in time for the Congress. Proof reading was completed
by 3rd May and the first sets of the Transactions were received in Adelaide towards the end of June.
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There will not be a fifth volume uniform with the four already published.
Other arrangements have been made for publishing the Congress President's
address and for recording the resolutions of the various Committees of the Congress .
There will be no opportunity of publishing Errata in a fifth volume. A
number of errors and omissions have already been notified and Angus & Robertson
have agreed to print Errata sheets to be placed in unsold volumes of the
Transactions, and to be sent to the addresses of known purchasers. The Editor
would be grateful to have all errors and omissions in the Transactions brought
to his notice as soon as possible.
J. W. HOLMES
Interpreter Services
A complete simultaneous interpretation service in the three official
languages, English, French and German, was offered and provided for all working
sessions and meetings.
The interpreters were drawn from two sources. A team of eight members of
the International Association of Conference Interpreters (A.l.l.C.) was recruited
by the Interpreter Consultant retained by the Congress Management. They were
designated the "Overseas Interpreters". The Interpreter Consultant also bore
the task of Chief Interpreter during the Congress and hence was ultimately
responsible for the entire interpretation service.
A second team of 21 interpreters, known as the "Local Interpreters" were
recruited and trained entirely in Adelaide.
No outstanding difficulties arose. However there would have been an
immense problem had the transactions not been published prior to the Congress.
The Overseas Interpreters are permanently employed and thus by constant
practice of the art are able to maintain the impressive standard of excellence
they displayed at the Congress.
The Local Interpreters included some who wish to continue with
simultaneous interpretation and are forming themselves into a legally constituted body for the purpose. Some of the Overseas Interpreters know of this
and are taking steps to encourage it and want to find means of making teachers
and facilities available. Despite their lack of great experience the quality of
interpretation at the Congress by the Local Interpreters was of a good standard
because of the time they had for adequate preparation. If their interest,
training and ability are to be put to use in Australia, they must be given
simultaneous conference interpreting tasks whenever a suitable opportunity arises
Obviously, at present, any agricultural or geological, or generally biological
sciences, conference would be the most appropriate after their long and careful
training for the 9th International Congress of Soil Science.
C. B. WELLS
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Entertainments Committee
In planning a programme of Congress entertainments for a large number of
people, many of whom were visiting from overseas, the following points were
considered:1.

A variety of functions should be arranged.

2.

Where possible, the functions should be Australian in character.

3.

The programme should be arranged to provide for ample free time for
Congress members.

The final programme, extending from August 6th to August 14th inclusive,
consisted of the following functions:Tastings of Australian Wines.
Reception by the Government of South Australia.
Orchestral Concert by South Australian Symphony Orchestra.
League Football - Australian Rules.
Theatre Evening.
Congress Dinner.
In addition a supplementary programme for Lady Associates was arranged:1.

Afternoon Reception.

2.

Day Tour - Barossa Valley & Seppeltsfield Winery.

3.

Luncheon.

4.

Half-Day Tour - Cleland Wildlife Reserve.

In general, as soon as the final programme was decided, members of the
committee were each given individual responsibility for the detailed planning
of a given function, the chairman having the duty of overall co-ordination of
all arrangements, including transport liaison, the printing and distribution of
letters of welcome, signs, invitations, etc.
There were no serious difficulties to be overcome due to the enthusiasm of
the committee members and the co-operation of all involved in the performance of
the functions.
A decision to have invitations colour-coded according to the date on which
che function was to be held proved to be invaluable. Initially it was thought
colour-coding would serve as a useful reminder to members. In addition, it
proved to be extremely useful to the committee, since several functions had to
be replicated to provide for all members and associates registered, and it was
necessary to distribute a certain combination of invitations before the Congress
commenced. Further, colour-coding facilitated an invitation exchange service
during the Congress period.
J. N. LADD

Soils Exhibition
A Soils Exhibition entitled "The Soils of Australia - Soil Science and
Technology in Action" was held in conjunction with the 9th International Congress of Soil Science.
The venue chosen for the Exhibition was the auditorium in John Martin's
retail store. This location was only a short walk from the Napier Building,
University of Adelaide which was the main centre for the Congress. It was
therefore convenient for Congress members and for the general public who were
already familiar with John Martin's auditorium.
Forty exhibits from all over Australia ranging over the full spectrum of
interest of the Commissions of the International Soil Science Society, and including an exhibit on New Guinea, were staged for a period of almost two weeks,
from August 1st to 13th. That is, the Soils Exhibition was opened beiore the
Congress began, and was closed beiore the Congress finished. The early opening
proved wise because it introduced the general public to the Exhibition in -advance
of the Congress and freed those Congress members who were concerned with staging
the Exhibition for their Congress activities. The early closing caused by
other engagements previously booked for the auditorium was unfortunate as
interest in the Exhibition both, among Congress men.bers and the general nub lie was
still high.
Seven films including a new film made for the Congress, and entitled "The
Soils of Australia", were screened in a theatrette curtained off at one end of
the auditorium.
In the preparation of all exhibits the accent was on the simple and
straight forward approach and all exhibitors are to be congratulated on tinmanner in which they handled their material. In the staging of the exhibits the
accent was on eye appeal resulting in a clean-line exhibition. The success of
the staging resulted from the full co-operation of all concerned and was helped
enormously by the mock-up prepared bv the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils.
A guide-book containing brief descriptions of the exhibits was available
for a small charge. Proceeds from its sale went to the St. John Ambulance
Brigade who provided the sellers for the guide-book.
The Exhibition was open each week-day from 9 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. and on
Saturday mornings from 9 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. to the general public and to Congress
members who were given two special open nights from 7,30 p.m. to 10 p.m. as
well.
The Exhibition proved to be a success with both Congress members and the
general public. The enthusiasm of Congress members was evident throughout and
was underlined by their orders for photographs and colour slides of the exhibits
which reached a total of over 500. More than a thousand people went through the
exhibition daily and John Martins say that it was the best exhibition ever held
in their auditorium from the standpoint of sustained public interest and
attendance. It was most gratifying as this Exhibition was the first time that
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the International Soil Science Society has opened one of its Congress Activities
to the general public.
K. H. NORTHCOTE
A.S.S.S. Reception and Presidential Address
On the evening preceding the official opening of the Congress, the
President and members of the Australian Society welcomed overseas visitors at a
reception at the Hotel Australia. Dr. T. J. Marshall delivered his Presidential
Address entitled "Soil Water in the Driest Continent", which proved to be a
stimulating and interesting lecture both for Australian soil scientists and
overseas delegates.
The reception was attended by 300 members and Associates of the A.S.S.S.,
and by 360 visitors. A buffet supper following the Address provided an
excellent opportunity for informal discussion.
The cost to the Society of $913 was rather less than the amount which had
been budgeted, so that our finances are still in a satisfactory state.
I. F. FERGUS

PERSONAL NOTES
Queensland Branch: On October 2.4th Mr. G. D. Hubble addressed the Queensland Group of the Australian National Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering or "Gilgai".
^s:ew South Wales branch: Prof. P. F. Low spent three weeks at Sydney
University and presented a number of lectures on the properties and behaviour of
water in colloid water systems. Assoc. Prof. Webster from the University of
Alberta is spending his sabbatical leave at Sydney University, and Dr. E. C.
Guilds, Prof. P. W. Arnold, Prof. J. R. Holmes, and Dr. D. Greenwood have visited
Svdney University. Miss J. M. Ranee has moved and is now resident in the U.S.A.
Mr. J. Wi11Jams has taken a Research Fellowship at University of Manitoba,
Canada and has successfully completed a Ph.D. programme submitting a thesis entitled "Seed Germination as influenced by Soil Water". Mr. R. W. Condon has left
N.S.W. Soil Conservation Service to work with Western Lands Commission of N.S.W.
Riverina Branch: Mr. B. .Bridge has resigned from the C.S.I.R.O. Division
of Plant Industry at Deniliquin and accepted a Research Fellowship in the Department of Soil Science at the University of Sydney. Dr. A. R. G. Lang, C.S.I.R.O.
Division of Irrigation. Research is on leave at the Department of Soils,
University of Wisconsin. Dr. E. T. Linacre attended the International Geographical Congress held in India in November. Dr. Linacre will leave the
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Irrigation Research in February 1969 to become the
Associate Professor of Climatology at the Macquarie University. New members of
the Riverina Branch include Dr. B. Darbyshire, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Irrigation
Research, Griffith; Mr. G. Gallinelli, Australian Fertilizers Ltd., Finley;
Mr. P. Crossing, Farm Management Consultant, Narrandera; Mr. J. Kinniburgh, Farm
Management Consultant, Narrandera, and Mr. L. Downey, Department of Agriculture,
Griffith.
(Personal Notes continued on page ll)
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FEDERAL COUNCIL NOTES
Due to the 9th International Soils Congress Federal Council remained in
Adelaide until August 16. On this date the changeover from the South
Australian to the Queensland Branch took place. Federal Council will be
resident in Queensland until mid- 1970, after which it will move to Victoria.
One meeting, in October, has since been held in Brisbane.
Informal In Person Meeting
One event made possible by the International Congress was a full in person
meeting of Federal Council arranged at the home of Dr. T. J. Marshall on
August 14. This meeting included office bearers of the 19 66-68 Federal Council
and elect-office bearers of the 1968-70 Federal Council and all Branch
Presidents. Such an in person meeting is a rare occurrence in the history of
the Society.
Suggested Changes in Federal Council
Ideas relating to the future work of Council were discussed at the informal meeting and at the October meeting. At the first meeting, the N.S.W.
President elaborated on his ideas for changes in the structure of Council involving elimination of proxies, greater handling of the day to day running of
the Society bv the Executive and more frequent in person meetings of Federal
Council.
One advantage of such a proposal would be to allow Federal Council to be.
managed by some of the smaller branches. As against: these arguments it was considered that the burden on such an Executive might become intolerable, that, the
involvement of proxies was advantageous to the vigour of the Society and that in
person meetings could not be met from the Society's funds and were there!ere
likely to be infrequent. It was also pointed out that one proxy could, in fact,
represent more than one Branch President so that although Federal Council
theoretically had 11 members at present, a lesser number could run Council if
necessary. This matter is still under discussion.
Members Overseas
The position of members overseas has been considered by Council, It was
felt that there were two categories (a) those members temporarily overseas and
who would be returning to their Branches and (b) those pernsanently overseas.
This matter was referred to the sub-committee looking into By-laws of the
Society.
Report of the Committee on Academic Training
Federal Council endorsed this report at its July meeting. It also
approved a motion that copies of the report be sent to Deans of the Faculties of
Agriculture and of Science in Australian Universities and to Agricultural
Colleges and Institutes of Technology.
There has been a strong demand for this publication.
has been made giving a further 100 copies.

A second printing run
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Commit tees
At its July meeting, Federal Council disbanded both the publications
Committee and the Academic Training Committee. No action was taken regarding
the Soil Classification Committee.
At the October meeting a small sub-committee was appointed to look into
the by-laws of the Society and to advise on these in relation to streamlining of
formal Council business and overseas members in particular.
J. S. RUSSELL
HO NO JURY SECRETARY
PERSONAL NOTES

(Continued)

South Australian Branch:
Or. R. J. Swaby returnee' in July from a hectic
visit overseas. He visited many laboratories around the world and participated
in a conference on Soil Organic .'-latter convened in Rome by the Catholic Church.
Dr. J. M. Oades is on study leave ana has gone to work with Dr. Wagner of the
Cniversity of Missouri. Mr. C. B. Wells the previous Editor of 'Soils News'
visited South Vietnam for three weeks recently in his capacitv as Major in the

BRANCH ACTIVITIES
Queens Land Branca: At the Annual General Meeting of the Branch on 10th
July, 1968, Dr. A. W_. Moore spoke on "Some Aspects of Multivariate Analysis of
Soil Data", for .his Presidential Address. Mr. B. W. Av e r y of the Soil Survey
of Eneiand and Wales addressed : he Branch on 1st October, 1968, on "The Usefulness
of Soil Survev Information in Great Britain".
I'jew South Wales Branch: The following meetings have been held IVi:" J'' • _r* : Kenrbr ick " P o t e n t i o m e t r i r e s t i m a t i o n o f c h l o r i d e in s o i l - w a t e r
extracts". Dr. °. 11. Nye "Mechar ism of nutrient uptake bv plants from soil".
•il:3':-li Pri'f. G. T. WeDstcr "the Soils of Alberta". Dr. W. P. Kemper "Osmotic
lovcment of water in soil".
Rlverina Branch: 'Jhree meetings were held during the last six months. The
first was at the Wagga Agricultural Research Institute when the speakers were Dry _i_. '.-eyii_: "Movement cf Nitraies in c oii caused by Leaching".
•IE- Ji* herring ton "A review of ;,.-il conservation activities in the Riverina".
'lL-_Ai_ JiTiELEl "The upper limit o: productivity of irrigated vineyards". The second
meeting, which was the Annual Meeting was held in Leeton on 2oth June. The
speakers were - Mr. D. C. Crosby "Constitution and development of the Murrumbidgee
irrigation Areas'. Djl^_ i< • R • S'. o rrier "Some preliminary studies in nitrogen soil
resting in the s 'Uthern R.S.W. wheat belt". Mr. I. Kelly "Soils, Geomorphology
m..! laud use in the 'emalong Irrigation District". The third meeting was held at
the Wagga Agricultural Research institute on 20th September with the following
speakers - Mr_, S^_J?feM_s_ " i he physical characteristics, river flow and salinity belaviour of the 1. >wer Wakool Rive?-". Mr. H. Metelerkamp "Irrigation in Rhodesia".
Mr_._ EL Nix ' Crop water i••;.- i.ations" .
(Branch Activities continued on page

18)

LETTERS

TO

TT.-H

Academic Training
A reply tc Dr. Brewer";, comment ot .Jane •'. 196
This .s the second time that Dr. Brewer nas ise-.l 'Soils
views of the state of the Universities with respect to the :: • a i n i n i
Scientists
Remarks repeated often enough take on ;-n an :.. hen t i ci. '(:•••
own and it is perhaps time to correct: come imc-essici;-: that man he
the minds • f your -eadcrs.
The first point to be emphasised .;.s that t :e In i .vers i c i es are
financial -estrain t.s. One thine they cannot do is to provide our;
academically desirable they may be, if there are not •nh.-.ign sttidcn
seen a course. Dr. Brewer is right in his statement that the ,^'c-r
acquaintanceship with soil profiles and 'the materials iith which
is concerned" is very brief. As academic s, we voiiic cln-m tuat chicquaintair eship with the ether branches ci Soli S >. ; C
br ief.
If So.l Science is to oe a professional sutjc t. is .u< i incd b;
there nave to be professional outlets for four cea. eradiates. (Ti
s timing that in four years we can not only manage to cover the iasi.
Soil Science but also in what would be cone the auxiliary subjects •
Physics, Geology, botany, Maths., etc, - J lor one do n c t b e l i e v e
put so muck material into a four-year decree course;-, iSo r e o v e r . a
evidence i.- that employers do not want such four uir US ' i d u a t e s Sn
four year graduates with specialist, training in ether f i . l i d s , e . g .
Agriculture with some Soil Science, or they want p<st- UT i d e a t e t r a
personnel. Analysis of post-graduate trained SoLi i c en , . i s t s s l o w
lew, if an- , would have selected Soil Science ,.s tl ci:"
even in their second near of university -todies. It no
introdactien of So;i Science int.; tin-- earlier n-ar-- - :
cruse a remarkable change in recruitment but the intccc
bv Australian and overseas Universities have not broach
The ciaim that Soli Science is unique in admitting
graduate studies w: • hout previous training in '-'oil Seie
Students wishing tc enrol for Ph.D. or Masters devices
i.ng examination or have qualifications in Soil Science
I in some Universities this is equivalent tc ] !i years Oil t , 1 ! -f U na e 7
years or 2 years out of 5 undergraduate years of St-11 Sc i e n c e i t. s e i
ing the basic sciences. The acid test must sureiv be
undergraduate degree is irrelevant or unhelpful for i:he o i l Sc i. e n t
would very much doubt if this was as much as a sixth o f t h e -non rse)
potential research student who has not got this back;;r c u •id o f S o 1.1.
required ir an Australian 'University to make it good. r h i s i s o n e
post-graduate degrees take an average of 4S years to com c l e t e .
The
the present syrstem, rather than its weakness, as impl 1 en bv Sir. it r e

•re c o n t i r u a l l y r e c r u i t i n g i n t o our ranks student's well q u a l i f i e d
11-S.'. m r x u e s •

vre

in o t h e r

The Universities annual!;/ receive many requests from employers and individuals both here and overseas to provide special training at advanced
.evel for undergraduate and -esearch stucents in specified Soil Science
topics. Readers will be interested to know that enquiries to study "the
laterials of which Soil Science is composed' which dominates Dr. Brewer's
'.vpotnesis vary from zero for most Universities to one or two in ten years for
•thers. Obviorsly the Universities will try to cater for demands of research
• tiidents, and there have jeer, occasions when officers of Federal and State
.gencU.'S have f elped the Universities to provide special training. The
a;"--.rsi ies n e anx:vus to encourage this kind of relationship and grant
lonerary or associated status to non-University personnel who are involved.
he dumber of cccasicr.s that this has occurred may approach, twelve in the fast
; ; ears in tat. field of SoiU Science for tue whole of Australia. It would
. eo-m thai the cemand tor training is being met aibiet imperfectly.
Finally '.. nust point out: that the Appendices in .;he Report are now 2 to 3
e n s out of late and the curricuiar arrangements in each University nave
•hanged as a 'case.quer.ee of changes in accommodation, establishment and
'niversity By-laws. the general trend is to teach Soil Science at second,
Tiira aire fourta year levels in both the Faculties of Agriculture and Science
aid >.o it clue a .greater arnodi.t ot material in the courses.
N, COLLIS-GEORGE
Department cf Soil Science
University of Sydney
nev, N.S,W.
•--• • ' c

er of t'd -icadtr ic 1 raining Committee, ! would like to , omtaei.t on
Brewer'-; proposals (Soil--- hews 12, 24). One oroposal (S.N. 12)
'••d.d!: .! -en eve oil .'-ciar.ee frcn its assoc i. a t i on with apr i aul turai science to
seek a closer association with geoiogv. ihiist not disagreeing with some of
i is -iiier p.TO' osais especiallv for i greater amount of teaching of soil science;
:
d. .\. - 4 ) , 1 o.i.i.U question the allocation of such additional time almost <.-n~
rira.lv to mat' rial witn a geciogical bias. These suggestions are unlikely to
overcome the u-'rent difficulties in the teaching or practice of soil science
aiui, indeed, n tin- svir.,i fcr an identity for soii science itself.
!X,

Uast as economic geology is an imnortant factor in determining the size of
Luc- -c.ient.ifi i-tffcrt that society is willing to make in geology, so economic
soil Sv fence s import in c. in its effect on the size and growth of soil science
both academic and economic. (Economic soil science is defined as the
any] icatiin o: soil science to agriculture, forestry and engineering). Such a
proposed separation ot academic and economic soil science would probably be
iiarmi ul to both; for a« ademic soil science, through being cut of touch with
realitv and cc ncrete problems and in a lack of monev; for economic soil science
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through the lack of ideas and concepts and scientific rigour in its areas of
interes t.
In considering the growth prospects of soil science one must be realistic.
Any science is costly. A qualified research scientist and his assistant plus
overhead such as equipment, maintenance, librarv facilities, etc. costs up to
$40,000 a year or 1 million dollars in 2 5 years. There are many competing demands for money in modern society. Although society cannot demand that tin's
money for any one project will be returned there is an expectation that the
overall investment will be profitable. Economic soil science has in its favour
the pressures, at home, of dependence on agricultural products for export and,
abroad, of rising populations with limited soil and water resources.
In evaluating future expansion of research projects in soil science one of
the most important criteria will be its relevance, i.e. relevance to science as
a whole and to the problems of society. In the latter case the growth
prospects for mission orientated research are very much better than what may be
called "personal whim" research. It is true that mission orientated research
can have disadvantages, including psychological fixation, if the mission has
been too narrowly conceived, or frustration, if results are expected too
quickly. But administered wisely, in the right environment, it can achieve
both the advancement of soil science and an economic advantage to society.
Most of the important missions in soil science will be in economic soil science
I suggest that the search for an identity for soil s .. ieuce is limited bv
more fundamental factors than those due te too much economic soil science or
too little geology or with the finer details of eourse content in the
Universities. Some of these factors are:1.

The fact that much of soil science is derivative unci terminal. The dependence on the basic sciences is great -- t.h
ee< i - b . :Ck a n t i f l o w • - o n f o
these sciences is small. Also, much oi soil
i e ; : c e i s s t : i 1:1 1 r t i n
: n i t i v .. S t.a g tt s a r u : 11 ! t i e
necessary but rudimentary descriptive and re
. 11 a il i s t LC S t , i e . o f mo d
has reached the more productive and predict;
building and testing.
" . LL

:

2.

The complexity of inter-related soil physical, chemical, S£0Jj^£jiliL L^illii
biological systems. This complexity has tended to crush- initiative and
imagination in the past. it has led to an over-reliance and dependence on
statistics in field work and a reluctance to think about or attempt to
formulate the underlying model. The use of multivariate techniques, model
building and simulation with computers has crcatLv altered the picture
here. With these technique- it will be uos.-illt to bring the s; ion' ifie
method to bear more fully on soil systems general Iv with tUe frequent
hypothesis generation and iterative model-bui'ding and testing wide! are
the feature of those areas of science which a:u progressing most rapidly.

3.

The lack of an inventive and imaginative soil technc•Loc.v. Althouyn the
practice of applying nutrients to soils to overcome giant deficiencies has
been refined and extended little has been dene to develo; new principles
of soil technology beyond the old established practices of fertilization,
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irrigation and cultivation. There was an abortive move into Krilium some
years ago and some current work on plastic and bitumen mulches. But
virtually no progress has been made in the greatest problem facing
economic scil science in Australia - the efficient use of soil water.
Some possibilities might be (a) the in situ modification of soil clays by
techniques similar to the cellulated techniques of ceramic chemistry,
(b) the development of artificial clay-organic complexes and (c) the use
of foam-type plastics for altering the physical properties and water holding capacity of soils.
4.

The conservatism of soil scientists generally. This may be in the nature
of the subject (excitement at new far reaching developments is rare in
soil science) or is possibly a relict of the days when arguments of
theological-like, intensity raged about various interpretations of
pedology. This conservatism shows itse]f in a number of ways but
particularly in a wariness of new concepts and a tardiness in adopting new
techniques - a case in point is a tentative (even reactionary) approach to
the use oi numerical methods and multivariate techniques for hypothesis
generation in spite of their ready adoption in other fields.

Some of these limitations are due to the nature of soil science rather than
to failings of s:>il scientists. But there is no doubt that the future of soil
science is in the hands of soil scientists themselves. Progress will be related to tne an.cunt of imaginative research directed towards crucial problems
relevant to both the understanding and use of soils. Success is likely to be
achieved more by the outstanding intellectual contributions of academic soil
science to scit_n.ce in general, and by the contribution of economic soil science
to the well being of society in particular, than by any other means.
J. S. RUSSELL
C.S.i.R.O. Division of Tropical Pastures
The Cunningham Laboratory
St. Lucia, 0'Id.

hu
i should like to bring to the attention of members an omission in the recent report on Academic Training in relation to courses given by the Department
of Agricultural Engineering at the University of Melbourne. No subject matter
taught by this Department includes the word "soil" in its title - but many
aspects of soil physics, mechanics and dynamics are involved. This subject
matter is given to B.E.(Agr) students (4th year, 7 students), B.Agr.Sc. student;
(2nd year, 50 students; 4th year, 40 students) and B.Surv. students (3rd year,
7 students). The B.E. students have completed the 3rd year subject Earth
Science and 3rd year mathematics and the B.Agr.Sc. students have completed
Agricu11ural Ch emis t ry.
SUBJECT
Agricultura1 Engineering (Hydrology)
Most of the course of 72 lectures and 72 hours laboratory is related to
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water flow over and through soils, under such headings as:Infiltration, drainage, irrigation, surface hydrology, erosion and
sediment transport, overland flow, evapotransplration, groundwater, flood
control, river improvement, soil classification.
REFERENCES
Schwab, Frevert, Edminster and Barnes - Soil and Water Conservation
Engineering.
Marshall - Relations between Water and Soil.
Rose - Agricultural Physics.
Luthin - Drainage of Agricultural Lands.
Chow - Open Channel Hydraulics.
Hagan and others.

Irrigation of Agricultural Lands.

Agricultural Engineering (Mechanical)
The physics of tillage as soil dynamics is reviewed, together with
traction, and compaction of soil by machinery (6 lectures, 2 prac.
sessions).
REFERENCE
Gill and VandenBerg - Soil Dynamics in Tillage and Traction.
Engineering Part 1 (Agric. Co.) (2nd year subject)
First concepts of soil tillage for vegetation, and forces on soil and
implements. Traction, and compaction of soil bv machinery (10 lecture:
12 hours field studies).
REFERENCES
Leepe.- - Introduction to Soil Science.
Russell - Soil Conditions and Plant Growth.
Engineering Part 2 (Agric. Co.) (4ti year subject)
The general subject matter relates to topics as for Agricultural
Engineering (Hydrology), except that the treatment is less extensive, and
less mathematical. The same texts are also referred to during lectures.
(15 lectures, 1 prac. session).
A. K. TURNER
Department oi Agricultural Engineering
University of Melbourne
Melbourne, Vic.
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Sir,
Whither Soils "Literature''?
There was a time, not so long ago, but perhaps in a more leisured time
than ours, when soil scientists were able to include in their papers what can
only be described as "good writing", the use of ideas and analogies, selection
of phrases, etc., which would justify the use of the term "literature" in any
context. Then authors could develop an individual style, as distinct from the
lucid style of the best of modern papers. Consider, for example, this extract
from Geoffrey Milne's report on a trip to America (East African Agricultural
Research Station, 1939),
"Almost all survey projects are the joint affair of a State and a Federal
authority, and between Jack Sprat and his wife the platter is licked
fairly clean." (Page 46).
and his comment on heresy against the "Pedological Papacy in Washington" on
page 35, or this extract from W. H. Bryan's Presidential Address to Section C
of A.N'.Z.A.A.S. in 1946:
"
withir the varied and extensive domain over which geology held
sway was the pleasant province of the soil
almost unwittingly,
the practice of peaceful penetration was put into operation. The
chemists, in particular, as a result of prolonged infiltration, gradually
gained control of the province
But the chemists did not make
the mistake of openlv claiming sovereignty over their newly acquired
territory. Instead, and in accordance with the best international
practice, thev founded a puppet state. They called it "Pedology"."
Days when there was much, writing of this type seem to be passing. It may,
of course, be argued that these are soil essays and not strictly soil papers,
which frequentlv report research results only, but the modern tendency, such as
is enunciated in the "Net ice to Contributors" of Australian .Journal of Soil
Research, in which one should ioliov the general style of the journal and write
as concisely as possible, seems designed to produce the most emasculated form
of "literature" possible-. The sterotyped format may be convenient in recording
the results of research, but there is no encouragement for the author to put
life into what he is trying to convey.
in one of the best written of modern articles, but here again it is an
essay and not a research paper, Jacks ("The Summary", Soils and Fertilizers, 24,
409-410, 1961) may be pointing to what the soils paper of the future will
become. He is making a plea for better summaries, to incorporate exactly what
has been discovered, sc that readers short of time may extract the essence from
as many papers as is possible. It may. then follow that the complete paper
which follows the summary is redundant, or, alternatively, may evolve into a
list of materials, of methods, and of results, which the really curious could
use for reference. If this were to become standard practice, there would be
little need for even the elements of style, no need for grammar, no need for
persuasion or justification, no place even to hint that there could be some
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doubts of the universality of the discoveries. The end result of this could be
the demise of the scientific paper and of the scientific journal as we know it,
to be replaced by punched cards to be sorted on some device by the reader, who
then amasses a collection of potted data, with little awareness of the
limitations of the way the original data were obtained.
"He who pays the piper calls the tune" in the production of journals and
it appears that high printing costs have decreed that brevity is the tune we
dance to. This, unfortunately, has sometimes resulted in a heavyfooted
sesquipedalianism, which can lead to use of phrases such as "soil-plant
renovation environment", but there should be some way in which we could "trip
the light fantastic" on occasion and still produce serious work.
This can still be done as R. Webster's recent article on the weaknesses of
the 7th Approximation (J. Soil Sci., 19, 1968) demonstrates. Here he has shown
that we can use a light touch and imagination in conveying our ideas, and still
not be unnecessarily verbose. Perhaps, then, what is needed is for each author
to think around his subject and to consider if such analogies or metaphors are
relevant and this may give a lift to all soils writing. Otherwise, if we may
parody William Hart-Smith (The Garden of Delights, from "Christopher Columbus"),
we may be forced to admit
"Certainly
brevity we seek;
at the same time we
fear it, and the outcome realise;
those will be intolerable
dull papers".
G. G. BECKMANN
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils
The Cunningham Laboratory
St. Lucia, Q'ld.

BRANCH ACTIVITIES (Continued)
A.C.T. Branch: On Monday, 29th July and Saturday, 24th August, members of
the Branch entertained many soil scientists visiting Canberra on the way to and
on the way back from Adelaide. Two late-afternoon cocktail parties were well
attended by about 100 visitors and members of this Branch. After an hiatus due
to activities connected with the Adelaide Soil Congress, the lunchtime meetings
held every fortnight in the Lecture Room of the Land Research Division have now
resumed, and the following talks have been delivered - 12th September,
Dr. B. W. Avery "The role of soil analysis in soil survey". 26th September,
Mr. C. W. E. Moore "Shrub invasion of pastoral areas in north-western N.S.W.".
10th October, Mr. D. V. Walters "Can soil scientists help farmers? Experience
from the Yass Valley Project". 24th October, Mr. D. Bouma "Growth and plant
nutrition". 7th November, Mr. K. Helyar "Acid soils - effects of lime on the
growth of different species". At a recent meeting, members of the A.C.T.
Branch gave support to Mr. D. V. Walters, of the Agricultural Research Liaison
Section, in his efforts to have reprinted Report No. 6 of the Regional Research
and Extension Study - The Soils of the Yass River Valley. Mr. Walters has since
(Branch Activities continued on page 24)
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SUMMARIES OF TALKS
Origin of Soils and Sediments in the Coastal Plain of Israel
(Talk by D. H. Yaalon, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, to the Vic. Branch,
14th October, 1968)
Littoral quartz sand along the Mediterranean coast of Israel was brought in
by longshore currents from the Nile delta and locally enriched with calcareous
skeletal material. When blown inland by onshore winds, the sands built up into
coastal dunes.
Depending on the amount of calcareous debris originally present in the
calcareous sand, and on the intensity of leaching as controlled by climate and
topography, the stabilized dunes may either lithify into hard eolianite rock or
become decalcified and be transformed gradually into soils. Both processes take
place under the Mediterranean climatic conditions.
At least 8% CaC03 is required for the cementation to proceed. It proceeds
from the surface into the deeper layers by dissolution and reprecipitation of the
CaC03. The exposed hardened crust is most resistant to subsequent weathering.
When the rate of dissolution exceeds that of reprecipitation the surface is
gradually transformed into reddish Hamra soils. The pedomorphic surface becomes
enriched with eolian clay and catenary differentiation along the slope results
in the development of several distinct soils.
Textural differentiation in well drained upper and crest slope positions is
pronounced, giving rise to Hamra soils with an argillic horizon. On lower slopes
drainage becomes deficient, and duplex mottled pseudogley soils, called Nazaz
develop. The bottomland is occupied by Grumusols.
Since similar soil associations are found buried in the whole Quaternary
section, the Mediterranean climate has undergone only minor fluctuations
throughout the Quaternary.

Management of Soils in North-Western Victoria Gaining or Losing Ground?
(Summary of President's Address by Mr. J. N. Rowan to the Vic. Branch)
The region is semi-arid, with an unreliable growing season in the cooler
months, and a record of several major droughts since settlement. Sands underlie
the region or are on top in areas such as the Big Desert. In most parts they
are covered by layered aeolian materials in which a series of fossil soils can
be recognised. The permeability of the older soils is usually low.
The drought of 1967 followed the longest recorded period between major
droughts (21 years) and showed that permanent stability has not yet been
attained on most farms. Stubbles should be retained until good autumn rains
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arrive to guard against wind erosion.
droughts is acute.

The problem of overgrazing during

The present form of land use is leading to increased salting in several
types of low situations, frequently encouraged by seepage of moisture from
dunes.
A good stand of lucerne dries out the dunes and minimises seepage. Where
saltpans occur, permanent and semi-permanent water tables were found beneath
dunes and flats. The waters are saline beneath the flats but variably so
beneath the dunes. There is a need to test salt-tolerant species on saltpans
and on other low sites not visibly affected by salinity. Observations are
needed to relate expansion of saltpans to factors such as depth and salinity of
water tables, and vegetative cover. Examination of deep soil layers is required
to explain the irregular occurrence of districts severely affected by salting at
the base of E.-W. dunes.

Some Preliminary Studies in Nitrogen Soil Testing
in the Southern New South Wales Wheat Belt
(Talk by R. R. Storrier to the Riverina Branch, 28th June, 1968)
An evaluation of a number of indices of available soil nitrogen as
potential soil tests was carried out under glasshouse and field conditions.
In the glasshouse experiments, the dry matter production and nitrogen uptake response of ryegrass (Lolium perenne) to varying rates of nitrate
fertilizer was linear in twelve soils differing in fertility. The slopes of the
individual regression lines were similar and the average regression for the
twelve soils accounted for 87 and 95 per cent of the between-soils variation in
yield and nitrogen uptake respectively.
Multiple correlation coefficients for the linear regression of mean drv
matter yield and mean plant nitrogen uptake on the soil nitrogen indices were
used to evaluate the suitability of the soil tests for distinguishing the
available nitrogen status of the soils.
Generally, soil nitrogen indices which measure total mineral-N at planting
or included this value with an estimate of the potentially available organic
nitrogen gave the better correlations. Incubation nitrogen values gave weaker
correlations.
The best index of available soil nitrogen was based on a multiple regression involving total mineral-N and alkali-permanganate soluble-N, and
accounted for 92 and 96 per cent of the variation in dry matter yield and plant
nitrogen uptake respectively.
Under field conditions with adequate phosphate the indices were evaluated
by the regressions of wheat yield, and also yield increase due to 40 lb N/acre,
against the available nitrogen in the surface (0-10 cm) and also the sub-soil
(10-30 cm).
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Tests which performed satisfactorily in the glasshouse were generally the
better tests under field conditions. Several soil tests on the surface sample
when combined with the total mineral nitrogen in the sub-soil could account for
31-36 per cent of the variation in grain yield response to the application of
40 lb N/acre.
The importance of measuring the immediately available nitrogen in the subsoil horizon and also the organic nitrogen which will be mineralised during the
growing season was indicated by the results.

Some Thoughts about Q/l Relationships
(Talk by Dr. P. H. T. Beckett to the W.A. Branch,
28th June, 1968)
Dr. Beckett outlined the philosophy of the use of ^/l relationships as a
guide to the availability of K in particular. The significance of activity
ratios of ions was discussed from the viewpoint of the physical chemistry of the
soil solution and the influence the ratio could have on the uptake of ions when
this was controlled by some process in the physiology of plants. He suggested
that although many factors such as permeability (involving steric effects at the
root surface), physiological pumps and physiological buffers are important for
plant uptake, the proportions of cations at a point just outside the root
surface is at least one of the factors regulating the uptake of ions. The use
of isotherms to estimate potential (intensity) and capacity factors was
discussed.

Evaporation
(Talk by Dr. H. L. Penman F.R.S. to the W.A. Branch,
19th July, 1968)
Dr. Penman discussed the energy balance at the earth's surface in relation
to evaporation and other processes through which the sun's energy is
dissipated. It was shown that the equations which have been developed could be
used to estimate the net water yield from watersheds. Dr. Penman also drew
attention to the relatively small proportion of the sun's energy utilised by
growing plants and the potential for increasing this proportion to achieve
greater productivity.

Properties of Clay-Adsorbed Water
(Talk by Professor P. F. Low of Purdue University
to the W.A. Branch, 23rd August, 1968)
Professor Low discussed in detail how the surface of clay
effect the structure of watt : at the clay-water interface. He
periments conducted to measure changes in water properties and
these changes might be considerable even at some distance from
boundary.

minerals could
described exsuggested that
the actual
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Soil Problems of Irrigation at Carnarvon
(Talk by Mr. C. V. Malcolm to the W.A. Branch,
11th October, 1968)
Mr. Malcolm presented soil
area near Carnarvon. He showed
changeable sodium and potassium
boron. These are problem soils
move excess salt and boron were

and irrigation water analyses for the irrigation
that some soils had high proportions of exand contained high concentrations of soluble
for bean growing. Leaching experiments to rediscussed.

Use of Soluble Silicates in Hawaiian Agriculture
(Talk by D. L. Plucknett to the Q'Id. Branch,
29th May, 1968)
Striking yield increases in sugarcane have been obtained in Hawaii with
applications of calcium silicate on highly weathered, infertile soils. In experiments and on commercial practice yield increases of more than 50% raw sugar
and total cane have been achieved with applications of 2 to 4 tons of calcium
silicate slag per acre. Coupled with the yield response is correction of a
leaf "freckling" disease which commonly appears in humid upland sugarcane
soils, especially during winter months. No other elements have been found to
substitute for silicon in alleviating freckling or increasing yield.
Great Soil Groups on which silicon responses have been obtained are as
follows: Aluminous Ferruginous Latosol, Humic Ferruginous Latosol, Hydrol
Humic Latosol and Humic Latosol Predominant secondary minerals of these soils
are: hydrated iron and aluminium oxides and sometimes illite and kaolin.
Soil and tissue analyses for silicon have proved valuable in predicting
silicon deficient soils and possible silicon responses. Present data indicate
at least an "agronomic essentiality" of silicon in sugarcane.
Soluble silicon in plants and soils appears to be a valuable measure of
the silicon status of crops and soils.
Calcium silicate has been studied in other crops and responses have been
obtained in such crops as sudangrass, papaya, rice, maize and lettuce. In
addition, calcium silicate has been used very successfully as a coating
material for pelleting tropical legumes.
Japan has been using soluble silicates in rice production for many years.
The recent silicon studies in Hawaii and related studies in Puerto Rico,
Taiwan, and Maurituis call attention again to the need for re-thinking the
relation of silicon to crop growth.
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Some Aspects of Multivariate Analysis of Soil Data
(Summary of Presidential Address by Dr. A. W. Moore to the Q'ld. Branch,
10th July, 1968)
Techniques for revealing relationships between either units (soils) or
characters (soil properties), without a priori groupings or dependence being
imposed, constitute a reasonably well-defined part of multivariate analysis.
This is more or less covered by the labels "factor analysis" and "numerical
taxonomy". Soil data was used to illustrate some of these methods. Beginning
with a soil x properties matrix a correlation coefficient matrix may be
calculated and from this may be derived either relationships between properties
expressed as a dendrogram (numerical taxonomy) or ordination of properties or
soils (factor analysis). If a transposed matrix is used as the starting point
a similarity matrix may be calculated and from this may be derived either relationships between soils (numerical taxonomy) or ordination of soils or
properties (Gower analysis).
No unique problems occur in applying these techniques to homogeneous soil
material but when the units consist of soil profiles anisotropy of properties
makes imperative a choice between a number of different ways of describing a
profile. For making a comparison between two profiles these choices are,
broadly, (1) orthodox pedological descriptions, (2) descriptions of equivalent
layers, or (3) mathematical functions of properties with depth.

The Usefulness of Soil Survey Information in Great Britain
(Talk by Mr. B. W. Avery of the Soil Survey of England and Wales
to the Q'ld. Branch, 1st October, 1968)
In the late 1940's the Soil Survey of England and Wales was established as
a distinct body and at that time the aim was for a detailed survey of the whole
country at a scale of 1 in. to 1 mile, with plotting in the field at 6 in. to
1 mile. Up to the present time 10% has been covered by detailed survey and
about 25% by reconnaissance survey. As the earlier proposals would take too
long to realise, the current practice is to have detailed surveys of sample
areas at 1:25,000 scale followed by a general soil map at 1:250,000 scale.
The work of the Soil Survey is intended to produce useful information:(a)

For extension from one area to similar areas;

(b)

to show problem areas;

(c)

to classify land on its suitability for special purposes.

Many of these aims have been realised. Reasons have been found in soils
for differences in the crops growing on them. On the physical side, soil
studies have helped in the design of drainage schemes, e.g. in the usage of mole
drainage as opposed to tile drainage, and have helped in predicting the probable
response to irrigation. Surveys have also been used by the Forestry Commission
in replanting programmes.
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Soil series had been established in the standard fashion, recognising modal
profiles, but not placing definite limits to classes. This system has now been
replaced by the surveyor delineating areas dominated by soils with features with
specified limits and using the gross composition of the area. Families are now
being set up. The newer classifications provide a more reliable basis for
transferring information, and the uniformity of defined and mapped series is
being studied. At present the Survey is trying to get a comprehensive and useful classification, but it is hard to get a classification which is useful for
all purposes.
Ancillary research is needed by a body with resources greater than those of
the Survey to understand the problems better, e.g. pedological-geomorphological
studies to predict lateral variations; the relationship of physical properties
measured in the field and in the laboratory with growth; the measurement of
permanent soil properties which affect, crop performance under specified conditions over a period of years, i.e. to avoid in some degree the characteristics
of the plough layer.

BRANCH ACTIVITIES (Continued)
A.C.T. Branch (Continued): informed us that 300 copies of this excellent
bulletin will be reprinted in the near future. The Annual Excursion for members
of the A.C.T. Branch is to be held on Saturday, 23rd November, 1968.
Mr. R. J. Thistlethwaite, of the Forest Research Institute, will be demonstrating
many aspects of the soils, forestry, hydrology and climatology of the CotterBendora catchment areas, near Canberra, in relation to the effects of soil
erosion and forests on the quality of Canberra's water supply. At the Annual
General Meeting of the Branch, on the evening of 26th June, 1968, the retiring
President, Dr. C. H. Williams, gave an address entitled "Superphosphate - its
particle-size and availability".
Victorian Branch: The Branch entertained members of the I.S.S.S. proceeding
on Tour 4 on Sunday, July 28th, and those returning from Adelaide on Tour 14 on
Saturday, August 25th. Members of the Branch showed visitors the beauty of the
city and the unique Healesville Sir Colin Mackenzie Wild Life Sanctuary. Visitors
on Tour 3 and 13 were entertained by our Goulbourn Valley members and the
Shepparton City Council. The Branch Executive would like to thank the Shepparton
City Council and all Branch members, who helped in this project.
South Australian Branch: At the 12th Annual General Meeting of the S.A.
Branch our retiring President Dr. J. M. Oades gave a talk on "Free iron and
aluminium in soils".
At an ordinary meeting following a very popular buffet
meal Dr. W. D. Kemper of Colorado gave a very stimulating talk on "Effects of
ground colour and surface mulches on the growth of plants and conservation of
water". Dr. Kemper is at present working in the Department of Soil Science and
Plant Nutrition at the University of Western Australia.
West Australian Branch: 28/6/1968 Dr. P. H. T. Beckett "Some Thoughts on Q/I
Relationships". 19/7/1968 Dr. H. L. Penman "Evaporation". 23/8/1968 Prof. P. F.
Low "Properties of Clay-Adsorbed Water". 11/10/1968 Mr. C. V. Malcolm "Soil
Problems of Irrigation at Carnarvon".
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2.00

1.10

Q'ld.

2.00

2.00*

2.00

1.10

Vic.

2.00

1.00

2.00

1.10

W.A.

2.00

0.50

2.00

1.10

A.C.T.

2.00

2.00

1.10

Riverina

2.00

0.50

2.00

1.10

N.S.W.

2.00

Nil

2.00

1.10

1st July

1st Jan.

31st Dec.

Branch

Due Date
*

1st July

Country members 0.50.

All fees may be paid to Branch Treasurers, but for I.S.S.S.
and A.J.S.R. this must be done before 30th November to ensure
processing before the due date.

James Ferguson Pty. Ltd. Valley, Brisbane

